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Executive Summary 

Valuation models are essential in the financial services industry.  Valuation models are used for individual 

projects, assets, or entire firms. These models are used to determine the profitability of a financial activity. 

Valuation models range from dividend discount models to relative valuation models. However, the most 

widely-used method is the discounted cash flow model. 

The discounted cash flow model, or DCF model, values a project using the time value of money concept. All 

present cash flows and future cash flows are estimated and discounted to their present values. The sum of all 

cash flows is the net present value (NPV), which is taken as the value or price of the cash flows. In other words, 

it enables the user to determine the project’s worth and its potential as an investment opportunity.  

This program enables the user to import data from online databases and build a DCF valuation model. The 

program was designed for those familiar with valuation modeling and Excel. An essential part of valuation 

models is the flexibility of the model and assumptions. The ability to change the assumptions is a crucial part of 

creating a DCF model.  

This program was written to efficiently maximize time and resources.  This program is user friendly and 

contains four buttons: “Show Instructions”, “Gather Data”, “Create DCF Model”, and “Reset Spreadsheet”.  

These four buttons allow the user to create the DCF model. 

 

 

Implementation Documentation 

 

The program was originally broken up into five steps with many sub-steps. All these steps required the user to 

click a button; however, a program’s purpose is to run without user interface. To achieve this, I created a 

program that compressed those steps into four buttons that require thirty seconds of the user’s time. The use 

of these buttons is as follows: 

1. Show Instructions 

2. Gather Data 

a. Enter Company Ticker  

3. Create DCF Model 

a. Choose Market Return and Risk-free rate 

b. Choose whether to use Cash 

c. Enter Ke(discount rate), Rate to Add, and Growth Rate 

4. Reset Spreadsheet 

The entire process is found on the “DCF Model” tab – the only tab the user will interact with. 
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1. Show Instructions  

 

2. Gather Data  

 

The second step mentioned in the instructions is, “Click Gather Data Button”. When the user clicks this button, 

the “Gather Data” pop up appears and each tab is cleared in case the user did not click the “Reset 

Spreadsheet” button. 

 

If the “OK” button is clicked, the macro will collect data from Yahoo! Finance and Bloomberg. The data 

collected will import into the following tabs: Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow, Key Stats, S&P data, 

and Treasury yields. This process usually takes 15 seconds and is the only procedure that requires the user to 

wait. Once this information has been imported, the model will pull data from each tab and input it into the 

“DCF Model” tab.  

 

The data gathered from Yahoo! Finance contains dashes instead of zeros. The macro performs a “find and 

replace” to ensure that the dashes are zeroes. If this action did not take place, the model would not calculate.  

The user will be prompted to enter the company’s 

ticker symbol. Once the company ticker symbol has 

been entered, the user will click “OK”. If the user does 

not click the “OK” button, no information will be 

entered into cell C3 and data will not be gathered.  

                      

To assist the user with the program, I have 

provided a set of instructions. The user must click 

the “Show Instructions” button in order to pull up 

the user form to the left. The instructions contain 

four steps that the user must follow in order to 

ensure that the program runs correctly. Each step 

pertains to one of the four buttons found at the 

top of the spreadsheet. If a step is not followed, a 

message box will pop up indicating that a step was 

missed along the way.  The user may click this 

button at any time during the program.   
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The data gathered is also checked by the program to indicate that the ticker entered is valid and has imported 

data into each tab. If an invalid ticker is input into the user form, the “Create DCF Model” button will report an 

error and prompt the user to input a company ticker. 

 

If at any time the user decides to choose another ticker, the user may click on the “Reset Spreadsheet” button 

or click on the “Gather Data” button. Both buttons will clear data and delete all data imported from the 

Internet, as well as any variable that has been inputted into Excel.  

3. Create DCF Model 

  

           

The third step mentioned in the instructions is, 

“Click the Create DCF Model” button. When the 

user clicks this button, the Create DCF Model pop 

up appears. The user is prompted to fill out this 

form.  

The first section is asking the user to determine 

which market return to use. The market returns 

are pulled from the “S&P data” worksheet into the 

form so that user can choose between the 

available returns.  If the user does not choose a 

market return, the year-to-date return will be 

used. 

The second section is asking the user to determine 

which risk-free rate to use. The risk-free rates are 

pulled from the “Treasury yields” worksheet into 

the form so that user can choose between the 

available rates.   Typically the time horizon for the 

risk-free rate should correspond with the market 

return time horizon. If the user does not choose a 

risk-free rate, the US Treasury 2 will be used. 

The third section requires the user to decide 

whether or not to use cash.  By clicking yes, the 

user wants to use cash. A “Y” (yes) will appear in 

cell H15 of the ‘DCF Model’ tab. By clicking no, the 

user does not want to use cash.  A “N” (no) will 

appear in cell H15 instead of the “Y”.  
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The fourth section contains the label with the words “Ke (14% - 18%), Rate (2%-4%), Growth (2%-4%)” which 

are suggestions for the three text boxes below. These suggestions are typical in the financial services world. 

The label also represents how numbers must be inputted into the textbox (.02 or 2%).  

The first label within the fourth section reads “What KE”. The user must input the number as a decimal or 

percent. The number inputted will be compared to the calculated Ke within the “Discount Rate” section of the 

spreadsheet. Whichever Ke is higher will be used as the discount rate throughout the DCF model.  

The second label within the fourth section reads “Rate to Add”. The user must input the number as a decimal 

or percent. The number input determines the amount of debt to add to the cost of debt, which is found in the 

“Weighted Average Cost of Capital” section of the spreadsheet. This number represents the amount of debt 

that the company will take on. 

The third label within the fourth section reads “Growth Rate”. The user must input the number as a decimal or 

percent. The growth rate is vital in the projection of future cash flows.  The growth rate is typically the GDP 

growth rate because if the company grew faster than GDP, the company would consume the world since the 

future cash flow calculation is based on perpetuity. The growth rate is placed in the “Intrinsic Value” section of 

the spreadsheet. 

The final step is for the user to click the “OK” or “Cancel” button. If the user clicks “Cancel”, the information 

inputted into the form will not import to the spreadsheet. If the user clicks “OK”, the DCF model is created. The 

DCF model is broken up into five sections. 

1. Discount Rate (Required Rate of Return) 

2. Weight Average Cost of Capital 

3. Free Cash Flow to the Firm 

4. Intrinsic Value 

5. Recommendation 

Each of these sections contains several sub procedures that the macro preforms with the click of the “OK” 

button. 

1. Discount Rate (Required Rate of Return) 

 

By clicking the “OK” button on the “Create DCF Model” pop up, information that was entered into the form 

will be placed into designated cells within this section. The “Create DCF Model” pop up required the user to 
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decide on a market return, risk-free rate, whether or not to use cash, and what Ke to use. This information 

was pasted into the spreadsheet while the user was filling out the form.   

Information like beta, general market risk premium, Ke, and current price were calculated after the user 

clicked “OK”.  Though this information was inputted into the spreadsheet, the user should understand what 

exactly the program is doing.  

Beta is critical to calculating the discount rate and is found on the “Key Stats” worksheet.  Without beta the 

user does not know how volatile the company stock is compared to the market and will not be able to 

calculate the discount rate. 

The general market risk premium is calculated by taking the risk-free rate and subtracting it by the market 

return. Once the market risk premium is calculated, the program takes beta and multiples it by the premium 

and then adds the risk-free rate to get Ke = rf+beta* (risk premium). However, before a number is inserted 

into Ke, the calculated Ke is compared against the “What Ke” from the form. Whichever Ke is larger will be 

inserted into Ke = rf+beta *(risk premium).  

The last cell in this section that needs to be filled is current price. Though the price is not vital to the 

calculation of the discount rate, it will be necessary for the last couple of steps of this spreadsheet.  The 

program will bring the current price in and paste it into this section now because it gives the user an idea of 

where the current stock price is and what the program is trying to figure out with the creation of a DCF 

model. The current price is found on the “Key Stats” worksheet and pasted into the current price cell in the 

‘DCF Model’ worksheet. 

2. Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

The weighted average cost of capital takes into account the weights of equity and debt in addition to the 

cost of debt and discount rate. This section of the program goes through a couple of steps before calculating 

the weighted average cost of capital.  

 

The discount rate that was calculated in the previous section is pasted into the Cost of Equity line. Because 

the discount rate is not affected by taxes, the discount rate is pasted under the Rate AT column header.   

The cost of debt is placed into the blue cell.  Cost of debt is calculated by taking the “Total Other 

Income/Expense Net” from the “Income Statement” worksheet for the most recent fiscal year and dividing it 

by the harmonic mean of the two past fiscal’ years “Cash and Cash Equivalents” found on the “Balance 

Sheet” worksheet. 
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The rate to add from current debt percentage was determined already in the “Create DCF Model” pop up. 

This number is placed into the red cell.  The rate to the right of the red cell is the summation of the rate to 

add and cost of debt.  

The 76.2% is 1 - tax rate. The tax rate is calculated by taking this fiscal year’s “Income Tax Expense” found on 

the “Income Statement” worksheet and dividing it by “Income Before Tax” found on the same worksheet.  

The “Rate AT” (rate after tax) for Cost of Debt is calculated by taking the summation of cost of debt and rate 

to add and multiplying it by 1- tax rate. This must be done in order to not double count debt. Interest paid on 

debt reduces Net Income, and therefore reduces tax payments for the firm.  

 

Lastly, the weights for debt and equity are calculated. The weight of debt is calculated by taking “Long-term 

Debt” from the “Balance Sheet” worksheet and dividing it by the “Enterprise Value” found on the “Key Stats” 

worksheet.  Once the weight for debt is calculated, the program determines the weight for equity. The 

macro then takes the weight of debt and multiples it by the cost of debt after and adds its cost of equity 

times the cost of equity after tax.  

3. Free Cash Flow to the Firm 

 
 

After clicking the “OK” button on the “Create DCF Model” pop up, the macro scrapes data from the “Balance 

Sheet”, “Income Statement”, and “Cash Flow” worksheet and inserts specific numbers into the “Free Cash 

Flow to the Firm” section.  

 “EBIT” is found on the “Income Statement” worksheet and is pasted into “Free Cash Flow to the 

Firm” and corresponds with each fiscal year.  

 Taxes paid is found on the “Income Statement” worksheet and is pasted into “Free Cash Flow to the 

Firm” and corresponds with the fiscal year.  

 EBIT after tax is calculated by taking “EBIT” minus taxes paid. Depreciation expense is found on the 

“Cash Flow” worksheet and is pasted into “Free Cash Flow to the Firm” and corresponds with the 

fiscal year.  

 Capital Expenditures is the change in gross PP&E.  The change in gross PP&E is the current year’s Net 

PP&E + current year’s Depreciation minus last year’s Net PP&E + last year’s Depreciation.  This 

change is then pasted in the current fiscal year cell for Capital Expenditures. The following years are 

calculated the same way.  

 The last item that is pasted into “Free Cash Flow to the Firm” is change in net working capital. 

Change in net working capital is calculated by taking the current year’s “Current Assets” minus 
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“Current Liabilities” and then subtracting last year’s “Current Assets” minus “Current Liabilities”. This 

change is then pasted in the current fiscal year cell for change in net working capital.  

Lastly, operating free cash flow equals EBIT after tax + Depreciation Expense – Capital Expenditures – change 

in net working capital.  

4. Intrinsic Value 

 

The estimated constant growth period rate: G was determined already in the “Create DCF Model” pop up. 

This number is placed into the green cell.  This rate is used to calculate the future cash flows for the firm. 

After the growth rate is entered, the macro runs and calculates the intrinsic value. The intrinsic value is 

calculated as follows: 

1. The present value of the firm under 29-Jun-10, 29-Jun-11, and 29-Jun-12 comes from the “Free Cash 

Flow to the Firm” section. The present value of firm under future is calculated by taking the present 

value of firm under 29-Jun-12 and multiplying it by 1+ growth rate. This projects the perpetuity of 

the firm’s future cash flow. After the firm calculates the future cash flows, the macro takes the 

future cash flow and divides it by the discount rate minus the growth rate. This value is placed below 

the present value of the firm on 29-Jun-12.  The red cells are the present value of the firm; however, 

for 29-Jun-12, it is a summation of 29-Jun-12 present value + present value of future cash flows. 

2. To the right of the table on the same line as the present value is the net present value calculation of 

the red cells. Below this calculation is a debt and cash and cash equivalent which is scrapped from 

the “Balance Sheet” worksheet.  

3. The value of equity is calculated by taking the present value of the firm – debt + “Cash and Cash 

Equivalents”.  

4. The macro then scrapes the shares outstanding from the “Key Stats” worksheet and converts the 

string into a number and then converts the number into millions or billions.  

5. Lastly, the macro then takes the value of equity and divides by the shares outstanding to calculate 

the intrinsic value. 
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5. Recommendation 

 
 

The green cell contains the WACC that was calculated in the “Weighted Average Cost of Capital” section. The 

present value of the free cash flow is calculated different than in the “Intrinsic Value” section of the 

spreadsheet. When calculating the 1 Yr. Value, the macro uses the Excel function NPV to gather the value of 

the cash flow for the last historical year’s cash flow. When calculating the 3 Yr. Value, the macro uses the 

excel function NPV to gather the value of cash flow for the last three historical years’ cash flow. When 

calculating the Continuous Value, the macro uses the excel function NPV to gather the value of the cash flow 

for the future value cash flow. The Total Value cell is the summation of the three previous calculations. 

 

The valuation cell (blue cell) shows the intrinsic value that was previously calculated. Underneath the 

valuation number is the current price. The red cell calculates whether or not the current price is over or 

under the intrinsic valuation price. If the number is greater than the current price the recommendation will 

show a buy rating. If the intrinsic valuation price is below the current price, a sell rating will appear instead. 

4. Reset Spreadsheet 

 

The fourth step mentioned in the instructions is, “Click Reset Spreadsheet Button”. When the user clicks this 

button, all the data entered into the spreadsheet from the second and third step will be erased.  If the user 

clicks this button, the user must start again beginning with step two.  

 

Learning and conceptual difficulties 

This project was straightforward but contained elements that took time to understand. I had to figure out how 

to better utilize user forms to complete the task at hand. The user form project was a great introduction, but I 

spent hours understanding how to display specific input information and calculations used in the model. After 

figuring out how to utilize user forms, I was able to create effective and user-friendly forms.  

This exercise taught me the importance of details. I understood how to create a DCF model before building the 

program, but I had to understand the details of each calculation in order for the program to run.  In addition, 

my new understanding of how to import data from the Internet and then how to manipulate that data is very 

useful.  
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Lastly, the “Record Macro” in Excel saved my project once or twice. At times I was stuck and did not know 

where to turn, but after recording myself, I understood the code and my program was again functional. 

However, recording took time. About 25% of my macros that I built from recording myself became useless 

because of the changes that I made to the program.  

In regards to my struggles, I had many. My greatest struggle came after learning how to customize the ribbon. I 

spoke with Dr. Gove and he helped me map out my ribbon. After working on the code for a couple of hours, I 

met again with Dr. Gove. My ribbon would not show up on my workbook. Dr. Gove advised me to open up a 

new workbook and upload my code. His suggestion worked; however, after copying my code and tabs into the 

new workbook, the ribbon disappeared. Finally, Dr. Gove told me to cease my actions and to create four 

buttons in my “DCF Model” worksheet that would have originally been in the ribbon. 

I faced the challenge of trying to import data from Yahoo! Finance concerning the number of shares 

outstanding. In order to retrieve shares outstanding, I imported the entire key statistics. This made gathering 

the shares more difficult since the output is abbreviated and uses “M” or “B” to indicate millions or billions. 

After playing with formulas, I wrote a code that finally worked and was able to extract the abbreviation off the 

end of the number and turn it into a number for which was multiplied against the number of shares 

outstanding. 

I also struggled with trying to extract the current share price from the imported data. A couple of days before 

the project due date, my Find search stopped working. Yahoo! Finance changed the text line of the current 

share price. Yahoo made it more difficult to obtain, but I believe I found a way to extract the price.  

 

Overall, I learned more from this project than any other project this semester. I learned that programming is 

easier when there is an end goal in mind. 

 

 


